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Dr. Watson to Sherlock Holmes: Holmes, what was the highest level of school you attended?
Holmes: Elementary, my dear Watson.

Dr. Watson to Sherlock Holmes: Holmes, what’s your favorite canal?
Holmes: Alimentary, my dear Watson.

(By the way, it’s been reported in several books that Holmes never did say, “Elementary, my dear
Watson.” However, he did say in response to remarks by Watson, “Elementary.”)

He who sees himself as being far more important (or whatever) than he really is. . . . could be
experiencing an “optical delusion.”

Boy, driving that big tractor around all day on 300 acres was really a harrowing experience!

In college, being the Secretary of Education means that you’re the one who takes notes for all the
students who didn’t bother to come to class.

How do math whizzes say goodbye to each other? Calc you later!

How many golfers does it take to change a light bulb? . . . . . FORE!

Question: Is that a gnat?
Answer: Gno.

Exactly what illness did the cured ham once have?

The first hydrogen bomb was set off at Eniwetok Atoll in 1954. It completely obliterated the site,
so they should have renamed it “Nothing Atoll.”

Q: Has anyone ever captured a live sasquatch, aka bigfoot and abominable snowman?
A: Not yeti!

Q: What kind of dog food do you give to a dog that loves to watch late night TV?
A: Kimmels and bits.



We’ve got the Rose Bowl, Cotton Bowl, Sugar Bowl, Citrus Bowl, Orange Bowl, etc. etc.
Maybe one more should be just for the absolutely crappiest two teams: the Toilet Bowl.

A robot walks into a bar and grill. The bartender asks if it would like the day’s special—a big
plate of lasagna and a double very dry martini. The robot replies, “No thank you. I just don’t
have the stomach for it.”

A high school teacher was sprinkling eye drops on all the students in her classroom. Her teaching
assistant asked why. The teacher said, “I’m dilating my pupils.”

There was this lush who kept looking for a town called “AT&T,” because he saw on TV that it
had “more bars in more places.”

His mouth runneth over—especially when he’s in his cups.

What do you call a plane full of vampires? A red-eye flight.

What’s the name of the country where nobody walks or drives very fast? Slovakia.

Dr. Burns, the head of a major hospital’s burn center, named his three kids, 1st Degree, 2nd
Degree, and 3rd Degree.

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
Abyssinia.
Abyssinia who?
A by sinya in all the old familiar places . . .

There’s a law firm called Bell, Book & Candle. They only take cases where someone has been
charged with being a witch or a warlock.

Q: What do you call a really disgustingly, offensively unclean zoologist who specializes in
studying fish?

A: An Ichy-thyologist.

What did the laundry and dry cleaning shop owner say to an especially chatty customer?
“You’ll have to excuse me, I’ve got some pressing business to take care of.”

What did the son say to his goofy, cello-playing mother? “You’re a Yo Yo, Ma.”

I once went to a wedding where the bride was so ugly that everyone was actually kissing the
groom.

I know a guy who has such a big mouth that he can eat a whole banana sideways.



What’s a “swaz?” I ask because I was recently at a French restaurant and the waiter said their
specialty was “vicious swaz.” (Fore those who don’t speak French, that’s “vichyssoise!”)

Q: How fast does Ted Ligety ski down the slopes at the Winter Olympics?
A: Ligety split!

Q: How do you address a nurse in the chemotherapy unit?
A: Chemo sabe.

Pharaoh Tutankhamen, a.k.a. “King Tut,” was perhaps the first and only Egyptian Oedipal Rex,
because he really loved his mummy.

What did King Tut call the embalmed body of his beloved mother?
“Mummy Dearest.”

Exactly where in New Mexico are Carl’s Bad Caverns?

The police got a call that there were gunshots in a women’s dress shop, so when they arrived on
the scene, they disarmed everyone in the shop. When they left, the manikins only had legs.

The thing about playing strip poker is that you usually have to show more than your hand.

I had never been to a Catholic Church before. Boy, do those guys know how to have a party! At
the 9 and 11 o’clock shows they have wine tasting and serve little flat cookies. And after the 11
o’clock show they even have coffee and a salad bar!

I must have had WAY too much fun in a previous life, because this one really SUCKS!

I was so ugly when I was born that the doctor took one look at me and slapped my mother and
father.

I don’t do anything in a conventional way.
I eat summer sausage all winter long.
I put on my pants both legs at a time.
Every other computer user has a “desktop.ini.” I have a desktop “outie.”
I only eat one s’more.
And I only eat one Lay’s potato chip.
My “sleep number” is –10.
I eat oreos whole.
I eat the donut hole first.
I eat Swiss cheese holes and all.

I’m a male pin-up! There’s a “wanted” poster with my picture on the bulletin board in the Post
Office.

I’m unbelievably humble! In fact, I’m probably the most humble person in the whole world!



A friend asked me, “Don’t you know what good clean fun is?”
I replied, “No, what good is it?”

In the movie, Casablanca, the lead character was a “Bogey-man.”

My definition of a “multiverse”: a book of poetry.

If a “foodie” is into food, then why isn’t someone who’s into wine called a “winie?”

On Getting Older

I constantly have ringing in my ears. It’s so bad that I’m always answering the phone and there’s
nobody there.

My joints creek so much I wake up at night thinking that I’m in a haunted house.

I’ve gotten so near-sighted that if I were dying and my life flashed before my eyes, I probably
wouldn’t be able to see a thing.

It’s always been the case that there’s a lot I don’t know. But now, as I keep getting older, there’s
getting to be more that I can’t even remember.

Once upon a time I would simply get out of a chair and go do whatever occurred to me to do.
After a while I would just sit there a few minutes trying to remember what I thought about doing.
Then I would sit there for a few minutes just thinking about getting out of the chair.
Now I just sit there in my comfy chair wondering if I really, really need to get out of it.

I’m finding that, while my spirit may be willing, my flesh is absolutely shot!

When I was younger I was a first responder. I always got turned on before my dates did!

PERCEPTICLES’ (R. D. Cecil’s) More Serious QUOTATIONS

The greater the adversity, the greater and nobler the victory. (R.D. Cecil)

The only thing I’m absolutely sure of is that I’m not absolutely sure of anything else.
(R.D. Cecil)

Ideas are stick-to-the-ribs food for thought. (R.D. Cecil)

It takes the mind to figure out the smart thing to do, the heart to feel the good thing to do,
and both to know the right thing to do. (R.D. Cecil)



The way to truth is through the mind; the way to goodness and salvation is through the heart.
(R.D. Cecil)

Often the importance of what someone has said lies more in why they said it. (R.D. Cecil)

What one calls truth is only the truth as just one person sees it. (R.D. Cecil)

I think there is Truth with a capital “T.” And I think it’s like a sphere. Regardless of who looks
at it from whatever angle, they all see virtually the same thing. But Truth only becomes a sphere
when people find a common ground rather than seeing different sides of the same coin.
Increasing knowledge and the passing of time change the coin into the sphere. (R.D. Cecil)

A fast talker is usually a half-fast thinker. (R.D. Cecil)

In no book–much less any conversation–is it possible to say all that could be said about anything.
(R.D. Cecil)

Why is it that when people know something about a subject, they think they know everything
there is to know―or at least all that they need to know.  (R.D. Cecil)  

The wise learn more from fools than fools learn from the wise. (R.D. Cecil)

You can’t win an argument with a fool when the fool is doing all the talking. (R.D. Cecil)

You eventually learn to know yourself once you’ve done those things that you’ve criticized
others for doing. (R.D. Cecil)

Money buys comfort, not happiness. (R.D. Cecil)

Knowing a lot is one thing; developing something new to know is another. (R.D. Cecil)

Life is a never-ending search for someone or something to give it meaning. (R.D. Cecil)

Knowledge is what you receive from education; wisdom is what you learn from experience.

If you want to be respected, be respectable. (R.D. Cecil)

It takes two types of people to create a fad: leaders, who have a need to get ahead of others; and
followers, who have a need to keep up with others.

People who can get things done are a dime a dozen. People who have great ideas are priceless.
(R.D. Cecil)

The world doesn’t seem like such a bad place―until you start trying to change it for the 
better. (R.D. Cecil)



I don’t claim to know more than anybody else. I just claim to know as little as they do.
(R.D. Cecil)

“It is what it is.” Right? No. It is what we make it. (R.D. Cecil)

Just as you forget about the past and your forebears, the future and your descendants will forget
about you. (R.D. Cecil)

It takes a big person to want to become a better person. (R.D. Cecil)

The “I’ll Be Damned Syndrome”: “The situation is so bad that no matter what I do, I’ll be
damned if I do and damned if I don’t.” (R.D. Cecil)

The “Dual Option Syndrome”: To do “A” or not to do “A” (or to do nothing), that is the
question―rather than figuring out whether to do A, B, C, or D, etc., or some combination of the 
above. (R.D. Cecil)

The “Borderline or Flip the Coin Syndrome”: The “pros” and “cons” of various alternatives
are all so significant that I just can’t make up my mind without additional or more conclusive
information. (R.D. Cecil)

The “Uphill Battle Syndrome”: It took so much time, effort, and trouble to get to point “A”
that trying to go on to point “B” sometimes just hardly seems worth it. (R.D. Cecil)

The distance between love and hate is often the number of letters between “U” and “I.”
(R.D. Cecil)

Try to do what’s right, because it’s the right thing to do. (R. D. Cecil)

Good guys may often finish last, but they DO finish. (R.D. Cecil)

The more some people know, the more they think they know. (R.D. Cecil)

Isn’t it ironic that many people who think they’re so smart aren’t smart enough to realize
that they aren’t nearly as smart as they think they are.

Two heads are usually better than one, but with even more heads you can end up designing a
horse that looks more like a camel. (R.D. Cecil)

Two heads are usually better than one . . . unless one is on a Democrat and the other one on a
Republican. (R.D. Cecil)

The people who couldn’t or didn’t imagine that something might possibly be done and then
did it seem to have an even harder time believing that somebody else has already done it.
(R.D. Cecil)



Stupidity makes fools of many people. So does egotism. But both working together give you
many government officials, university professors, business executives, and military leaders.
(R.D. Cecil)

Ego makes many of the smartest people the biggest fools. (R.D. Cecil)

Unfortunately, many of the smartest people ARE the biggest fools.

MBAs think they know everything there is to know―or at least all they need to know—about 
management. Ph.D.s think they know everything there is to know—or at least all they need to
know—about everything. (R.D. Cecil)

Having a Ph.D. tells the world that you know an awful lot about something; but it doesn’t tell
how relatively little you know about almost everything else. (R.D. Cecil)

It’s really a sad commentary on the American people that so many have phones that are smarter than they
are.

The trouble with many more is that they don’t know enough to recognize that they don’t
know how little they really know and also don’t know as much as they think they do.

You might think that, with moral, social, and institutional decay in America, people would at
least have developed enough knowledge, experience and wisdom to compensate for it. You
might! Witness: crime; guns; healthcare; foreign policy. Etc., etc., etc.

Without change, there wouldn’t be much to keep life interesting and worth living.

Definition of “Cloud Computing”: You have absolutely no idea where your data is actually
being stored, how well it’s being protected, or who else might be accessing it―and neither does 
anyone else. (R.D. Cecil)

If you do nice things for people because you care about them and want to be a good person,
they’ll often think that your motives are selfish or devious—and then resent you for daring to be
a better person than they. (R.D. Cecil)

Every pleasure, like every sin, has some price. (R.D. Cecil)

On one hand, words can be . . . knives, daggers, icicles, punches, kicks, and gouges. On the other
hand, they can also be hugs, kisses, balm. salve, concern, appreciation, and good medicine. It
should be obvious that the world would be better off with the latter.

No one can “see” the future. About the best we can do—based on existing knowledge, experi-
ence, and judgment—is to review the present situation in adequate breadth and depth, imagine
possible scenarios, assign reasonable probabilities to events and outcomes, draw imperfect con-
clusions, and then venture seemingly sensible projections (subject to subsequent alteration).



A sign of good taste: Something elegant in its simplistic beauty.

Most probably the only person in the world who really cares about you and really loves you—is
your mother.

Unless someone wants something from you, nobody cares how...
rich you are,
powerful you are,
beautiful, handsome, or sexy you are...
but you.

And it may be that nobody cares how good a person you are—except God.

I can’t stand politicians in the first place—or the second place—or even the third place.

Just because someone’s lips are moving does not mean that they’re saying anything intelligent,
meaningful, significant, worth listening to, or truthful.

We often find out later something we didn’t know about a situation that would have led us to a
very different decision.

Although it may be that actions speak louder than words, women still need to hear the words.

People who see themselves as being better than everybody else are suffering from an optical
delusion.

Once we human beings get a taste of something....and like it, whether it be a drug, money,
power, sex, or even freedom, we invariable want more.

And as one guru said: And after a while, when more isn’t enough, we want better. And
when better gets old or isn’t enough, we want something different—such as a politician
wanting to become wealthy, or a wealthy person wanting power.

It’s hard to get people to start caring about something about which they care nothing.

I can remember a lot of things―but too often not what I’m trying to remember at the moment. 
(Robert D. Cecil)

On Leadership and Management

People rule by fear out of fear. (R.D. Cecil)

Think how much better off the world would be if people would just give others the respect
that they demand for themselves. (R.D. Cecil)



There are many self-assertive people who have nothing else to assert but themselves.
(R.D. Cecil)

As many people climb the ladder of success, their feet only get farther off the ground.
(R.D. Cecil)

It’s alright to feel important as long as you let those around you feel the same. (R.D. Cecil)

Many so-called leaders aren’t leaders at all. They’re more like herders, who prod their people
along with sticks rather than carrots. (R.D. Cecil)

It always seems that the more the higher-level people are removed from lower-level people by
the organizational levels in between, the less concern the former have for the latter. (R. D. Cecil)

In politics, it’s not about what’s right, and it’s not even about who’s right. It’s about what’s most
expedient for those who are “in” and want to stay in, and for those who are “out” but want to get
in. (R.D. Cecil)

When you’re out front leading, some people only bite your back. (R.D. Cecil)

Isn’t it sad that reasonable, just and righteous people must send other decent people to combat
the forces of cruel, greedy, insensitive, and power-hungry people. (R.D. Cecil)

Unfortunately, in a world with greedy, despotic, and dictatorial men seeking conquest, power,
and wealth, peace doesn’t just happen. It must be won at the expense of good men’s and
women’s lives. (R.D. Cecil)

Politicians don’t consider their lies to be lies. They don’t even think of them as their own self-
serving versions of the truth.


